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Tossups 

 

1. Gold Totenpass tablets describe a pool named for this concept, whose “guardians” the possessor should 

approach instead of joining the crowd by a cypress-shaded spring. In modern sources, this concept names a 

servant who was slain for failing his only job, which was to prevent Achilles from killing any sons of Apollo. 

The “art” of this concept was invented after Castor and Pollux saved the poet Simonides from a collapsing 

banquet hall. The (*) goddess of this concept was seduced by Zeus in the form of a shepherd in Pieria, the future 

site of a spring sacred to her children. The nine muses were the daughters of the goddess of this faculty, which 

practitioners of Orphism tried to keep by not drinking from the river Lethe. For 10 points, Mnemosyne (“nih-MAW-

zuh-nee”) was the goddess of what mental faculty? 

ANSWER: memory [or mnemon; accept Mnemosyne before read; accept memory palace or art of memory; 

prompt on method of loci] 

<JB, Mythology> 

 

2. In a minor war over control of this resource, Queen Isabella II deployed the Numancia, the first ironclad to 

circumnavigate the world. Thousands of indentured laborers from Fújiàn province were imported to work on 

reserves of this substance by Domingo Elías. After a visit to Callao (“kah-YAH-oh”), Alexander von 

Humboldt raised awareness of this substance in Europe. The presence of this resource is the cause of a 

dispute between the US and Hairesourceti over Navassa Island. The (*)  Incas mined this resource from the 

Chincha Islands, whose profits during the 1850s led to the rapid enrichment of Lima. This resource replaced bone 

meal in its most widespread use before being made obsolete by the Haber process. For 10 points, name this 

substance widely used as a fertilizer, a form of bird excrement. 

ANSWER: guano [prompt on fertilizer; prompt on bird excrement or bird poop or equivalents; prompt on nitrogen 

or nitrates or NO3] 

<CS, World History> 

 

3. An artist from this country depicted himself missing a front tooth and smiling widely in a sinister, 

monochrome self-portrait “As a Shadow of His Former Self.” Another artist from this country depicted a 

group of women disemboweling a man in her Pool Party of Sardanapalus. This country was the site of A 

Subtlety, a huge sphinx-like statue coated with (*) sugar. Parodying Napoleon Crossing the Alps, an artist from 

this country depicted a Black man with a yellow cape on a rearing horse. A mix of African blue lilies, 

chrysanthemum, and jasmine erupt from green foliage in a seated portrait of one of this country’s leaders. For 10 

points, name this home country of Kerry James Marshall, Kara Walker, and Kehinde Wiley, the last of whom 

painted the presidential portrait of Barack Obama. 

ANSWER: United States of America [or America; or USA] 

<SL, Visual Arts> 

 

4. The Vedejs lab established that the intermediate of this reaction is always cyclic in the absence of lithium. 

Reagents lacking stabilization by electron-withdrawing groups can perform this reaction fast even in dry ice 

but are limited by the final [2+2] (“two plus two”) cycloreversion. This reaction’s stereochemistry is 

attributed to an erythro (“eh-REE-throw”) (*) betaine (“BEET-ane”) which can interconvert with the typical 

four-membered ring intermediate. This reaction is strongly regioselective, forming Z-products from the central 

carbons of its reactants. This reaction’s use in industry is limited by the need to separate products from a 



stoichiometric amount of phosphine oxide. For 10 points, name this reaction that uses phosphonium ylides (“ILL-

ids”) to convert carbonyl compounds into the corresponding alkene. 

ANSWER: Wittig reaction [accept lithium-free Wittig reaction or lithium salt Wittig reaction; reject “Wittig 

rearrangement”] 

<KW, Chemistry> 

 

5. A character in a novel by this author is stabbed to death by two men after he asks one of them to move his 

feet off a seat for a pregnant woman on a train. This author created a woman who does not know the father 

of her child because she had sex with two siblings twenty minutes apart. Keisha changes her name to Natalie 

and secretly arranges sex with swinger couples online in a novel by this author, who ended another novel at a  

(*) FutureMouse conference organized by Marcus Chalfen. A novel by this author begins with a butcher interrupting 

a man’s attempt to gas himself in his car and chronicles a World War II veteran’s attempts to raise the twins Magid 

and Millat along with his friendship with Archie Jones. For 10 points, name this British author of NW and White 

Teeth. 

ANSWER: Zadie Smith [or Zadie Adeline Smith; or Sadie Adeline Smith] 

<EM, British Literature> 

 

6. Christians who are also this type of people name a 1978 book by Ronald Sider. A John Chrysostom sermon 

says these people’s sin is the only sin that provides no pleasure, and compares the sleep of one of these people 

to the sleep of David and Jacob. In a parable, one of these people asks Lazarus to dip his finger in water to 

cool that man’s tongue and asks Lazarus to warn his brothers. Russell Conwell said “it is your duty” to be 

this sort of person in a sermon named after (*) “acres” of a certain substance. After Jesus says “Let the little 

children come to me,” he is approached by one of these people seeking eternal life. For 10 points, Jesus said “ it 

would be easier for a camel to go through the eye of a needle” than for what sort of person to enter the kingdom of 

God? 

ANSWER: rich people [or wealthy people; or equivalents like people with lots of money or lots of capital; accept 

more specific answers like rich men; prompt on men; prompt on rulers or similar] 

(The Russell Conwell sermon is “Acres of Diamonds.”) 

<EK, Religion> 

 

7. A university in this state hired the inventor of the first visible LED, Nick Holonyak Jr., away from GE. The 

revolutionary addition of Archaea as a domain of organisms was spearheaded by a professor at a university 

in this state, Carl Woese. This state contains a facility whose CDF and DØ (“D zero”) detectors discovered the 

top quark in 1995. This state’s flagship university planted the Morrow Plots and employed a professor who is 

the only two-time recipient of the (*) Physics Nobel Prize for contributions such as the BCS theory of 

superconductivity, named John Bardeen. A university in this state ran an experiment under the Stagg Field stands 

that is commemorated by a Henry Moore sculpture. For 10 points, Enrico Fermi ran the first man-made nuclear 

chain reaction in what state, which contains his namesake “lab”? 

ANSWER: Illinois [or IL; accept University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign] 

<EK, CE/Geo/Other> 

 

8. One of this poet’s speakers asks a woman, “Are you the one whom Dante heard dictate the lines of his 

Inferno?” and receives the reply, “Yes.” This non-Polish poet asks, “Who will grieve for this woman? Does 

she not seem too insignificant for our concern?” in the poem “Lot’s Wife.” A poem by this writer asks, “What 

have poets, in any case, to do with sin?” and begins, “I have lit my treasured candles, / one by one.” A woman 

with “bluish lips” asks, “Can you describe this?” as this author waits in line in the section (*) “Instead of a 

Preface.” The speaker says, “Weep not for me, mother” in the “Crucifixion” section of a poem by this member of 

the Acmeist (“ACK-mee-ist”) school, who lamented her son’s 17-month imprisonment. For 10 points, name this 

Russian author of Poem Without A Hero and Requiem. 



ANSWER: Anna Akhmatova [or Anna Andreyevna Gorenko] 

<CM, European Literature> 

 

9. A gymnastics-obsessed leader of this national minority group was dubbed “the Chicken” by  members of 

the Runciman Mission. Members of this minority were accused of blowing up a munitions dump and 

massacred at Ústi during the period of “wild transfer,” in which “national administrators” seized their 

property per a series of presidential decrees. “Henleiners” among this group adopted the eight-point (*) 

Karlsbad Program. This national minority, which was expelled after the Beneš (“BEN-esh”) decrees, was the subject 

of negotiations lambasted in the book Guilty Men. This group was concentrated in a border region that was 

transferred in the name of Lebensraum by a treaty that failed to provide “peace in our time.” For 10 points, the 

Munich Agreement transferred what minority’s lands to Adolf Hitler? 

ANSWER: Sudeten Germans [or Czech Germans; or Bohemian Germans or Deutschböhmen; or Sudetens or 

Sudetenlanders; accept any answers indicating Germans or Deutsche in Czechoslovakia, Czechia, Moravia, or 

the Sudetenland; prompt on Germans or Deutsche by asking “in what country?”] 

<JB, European History> 

 

10. Modeling an adsorbate with a two-dimensional form of this equation allows one to derive the “mobile 

absorption” term in the Hills–deBoer isotherm. A graph of the Gibbs free energy of systems governed by this 

equation has a thin triangular loop corresponding to unstable states; the pressure of those unstable states 

arising from this equation can be calculated by equalizing the area above and below an isotherm in the (*)  

Maxwell construction. This is the simplest equation that can model an inversion temperature for the Joule–Thomson 

effect and the simplest to exhibit critical behavior. This equation is a cubic that contains terms for intermolecular 

forces and volumes of particles, which are denoted a and b. For 10 points, the ideal gas equation is less realistic than 

what equation of state named for a Dutch physicist? 

ANSWER: van der Waals equation (of state) [or van der Waals gas; prompt on gas; prompt on non-ideal gas or 

real gas; reject “ideal gas”] 

<AF, Physics> 

 

11. An essay titled for “three hundred” versions of this poem analyzes an episode in which a man curses his 

wife’s seducer to lose his testicles, which are then replaced with a ram’s. This poem depicts its author 

inventing its 32-syllable verse form when he rebukes a hunter for killing a mating crane. A woman takes 

refuge with this poem’s author before being swallowed up by the earth in this poem’s seventh and final book. 

A happier ending, in which an (*) illusory “shadow” of that woman steps into a fire to prove her purity, features in  

a retelling of this poem by Tulsidas. In this poem, a princess who has spent 13 years of exile in the forest is 

kidnapped by the king of the rakshasas, Ravana. For 10 points, the sage Valmiki is credited with writing what 

Sanskrit epic titled for the husband of Sita? 

ANSWER: Rāmāyana [or Rāmāyaṇam; accept Ramcharitmanas] (“Three Hundred Ramayanas” is by A.K. 

Ramanujan.) 

<JB, World Literature> 

 

12. The ratio of the expression of an enzyme that acts on these complexes to ADAM29 is an indicator for the 

prognosis of chronic lymphocytic leukemia. Remnants of these complexes use a protein suffixed B-48 to 

undergo endocytosis by the liver for recycling. A component of these complexes in plasma has a beneficial 

“Milano” variant and is prefixed (*) “apo-”. The largest and least dense type of these complexes are called 

chylomicrons. The most- and second-most abundant types of these complexes eliminate and deposit, respectively, 

the main component of arterial plaque. For 10 points, name these complexes that consist of triglycerides surrounded 

by phospholipids, whose “low density” type is often called “bad” cholesterol. 

ANSWER: lipoproteins [accept apolipoproteins; accept lipoprotein lipase; accept chylomicrons until read; 

prompt on LDL or HDL or ULDL; prompt on LPL] 



<AF, Biology> 

 

13. A man from this city allegedly stole a tripod during games honoring the Triopian Apollo, prompting its 

exclusion from the Doric Hexapolis. Authors from this city are honored in its “Salmacis Inscription,” named 

for a fountain found here. When a ruler from this city rammed a friendly vessel, a king quipped, “My men 

have become women, my women men.” Roman Antiquities was written by a historian from this city named (*) 

Dionysius. A woman from this city commanded Persian ships at Salamis according to Herodotus, who was himself 

born here. This Carian city was ruled by two women named Artemisia, the second of whom honored her dead 

brother-husband with a famous tomb. For 10 points, the Seven Wonders of the Ancient World included what 

Anatolian port city’s Mausoleum? 

ANSWER: Halicarnassus [or Halikarnāssós; or Alikarnāssós; or Halikarnas; or Alos k̂arnos; accept Bodrum; 

accept the Mausoleum at Halicarnassus; accept Dionysius of Halicarnassus; accept Herodotus of Halicarnassus] 

<NJ/MK, Other History> 

 

14. In this play, a woman reminisces about meeting her husband during a spring when she had malaria fever 

and a “craze for jonquils.” A father in this play is described as “a telephone man who fell in love with long 

distances” who sends a postcard from Mexico saying “Hello—Goodbye!” The author describes pouring 

chocolate sauce instead of gravy over his steak while living in a first-class Manhattan hotel after this play’s 

release in the essay “The (*) Catastrophe of Success.” This play ends with the protagonist descending “the steps of 

this fire escape for a last time.” In this play, a bout of pleurosis inspires the high school nickname of a girl who gives 

Jim the broken horn of a unicorn after she finds out her “gentleman caller” is engaged to Betty. For 10 points, name  

this play about the Wingfield family by Tennessee Williams. 

ANSWER: The Glass Menagerie 

<CD, American Literature> 

 

15. A musician from this country who popularized a song with dance moves resembling “security search 

body-frisking” died onstage in 2008 while performing that song. A girl group called the Skylarks originated a 

song from this country that describes a dance that “keeps going all night long until the morning sun begins to 

shine.” The song “Pata Pata” was popularized by an artist from this country who collaborated with Harry (*) 

Belafonte on a 1965 Grammy-winning album. A choir from this country was featured on tracks such as “Diamonds 

on the Soles of Her Shoes” and “You Can Call Me Al” on Paul Simon’s album Graceland. For 10 points, name this 

country where artists such as Miriam Makeba and Ladysmith Black Mambazo created music to protest apartheid. 

ANSWER: South Africa [or Republic of South Africa or RSA or Republiek van Suid-Afrika; or iRiphabhuliki 

yaseNingizimu Afrika; or iRiphabliki yomZantsi Afrika] 

<WJ, Auditory Arts> 

 

16. This book’s example of the illusory nearness of the sun is discussed in Collective Imaginings by Moira 

Gatens and Genevieve Lloyd, two scholars of its author. A translation of this non-German book by George 

Eliot was published in 2020, and blurs its distinction between “active” and “passive” emotions. This book uses 

a child’s image of a winged horse to argue that we assent to “inadequate” ideas if we don’t have contradicting 

(*) “adequate” ones. This book claims that mind and body are “modes” of divine attributes. This book resolves to 

examine human emotions as if they were “lines, planes, and solids,” referencing its use of the format of Euclid’s 

Elements. This book’s phrase “God or Nature” gave its author a reputation as a pantheist. For 10 points, name this 

magnum opus of Baruch Spinoza. 

ANSWER: Ethics [or Ethics, Demonstrated in Geometrical Order] 

<JB, Philosophy> 

 

17. This person names a group founded at Mount Gulian with the motto “esto perpetua” and a gold eagle 

insignia; Aedanus Burke attacked that group named for this person for planning a “caste system” based on 



primogeniture. A 1917 subway project failed in a city named for this person, where goetta -eating Germans 

drank at Arnold’s Bar near Over-the-Rhine and earned it the meatpacking nickname (*) “Porkopolis.” A plow 

and fasces evoke this man’s story in a sculpture by Jean-Antoine Houdon. Continental Army veterans joined a 

society named for this man that was founded by Henry Knox. Philip Freneau compared George Washington to this 

icon of virtus (“WHIR-tooce”) for relinquishing power and returning to Mount Vernon. For 10 points, what ancient 

Roman dictator names a city north of the Ohio River? 

ANSWER: Lucius Quinctius Cincinnatus [accept Cincinnati, Ohio; accept Society of the Cincinnati; accept 

Cincinnati Room; prompt on Lucius] 

<NH, American History> 

 

18. Workers processing these objects in Alang and Gadani are routinely exposed to carcinogenic tributyltin. 

A 2001 study on fecal GC in E. glacialis provided the first evidence that low-frequency acoustic masking by 

these objects directly caused stress. These objects serve as the primary vector for two striped invasive species 

named for the quagga and the zebra. Owners of these objects may circumvent MARPOL by choosing a (*)  

flag of convenience before illegally dumping oil-contaminated bilge. Many manatees have scars from encountering 

these objects, which have caused roughly a third of observed right whale deaths since 1970. For 10 points, name 

these vehicles that can more directly pollute the ocean by sinking. 

ANSWER: commercial ships [or propeller boats; accept hulls, shipwrecks, freighters, tankers, shipping, or the 

International Convention for the Prevention of Pollution from Ships 1973/1978] (E. glacialis is the North Atlantic 

right whale. The quagga and zebra are types of mussels.) 

<KW, Other Science> 

 

19. Extra trains had to be added on routes to Dresden due to this opera’s massive popularity at its premiere. 

It’s not by Jacques Offenbach, but this opera contains three main female roles that many performers, such as 

Lotte Lehman, have sung across their careers. In a scene from this opera, characters pop out of trapdoors in 

order to scare the antagonist, after which a woman and four children rush in, pretending to be his family. In 

(*) “Hab’ mir’s gelobt,” the opera’s final trio, the older woman ultimately surrenders her young lover, who is played 

as a trouser role, to his true love. In this opera, Baron Ochs is driven away from his prospective fiancée by the 

machinations of the Marschallin. For 10 points, in which Richard Strauss opera does Sophie von Faninal receive a 

ceremonial silver flower from Count Octavian Rofrano? 

ANSWER: Der Rosenkavalier [or The Knight of the Rose or The Rose-Bearer] 

<AK, Other Arts> 

 

20. Chien and Wexler found that children understood these words better in questions with quantifiers by 

asking them about pictures of Mama Bear and Goldilocks. These words must be “free” in their “governing 

category” and [emphasize] cannot be “c-commanded” by words in their “local domain” according to 

Principle B of binding theory. In addition to its traditional indefinite use, one of these words is increasingly 

used in Modern English with a specific and definite (*) antecedent. The disuse of one of these words eliminated 

the T–V distinction in Standard English. Along with conjunctions and prepositions, these words form a closed class 

in English, which hinders the spread of “neo” examples like “ze” and “zem.” For 10 points, name these words that 

substitute for nouns, such as “they.” 

ANSWER: personal pronouns [accept specific types, like reflexive or non-reflexive pronouns; accept 

pronominals; prompt on nouns; prompt on anaphors] (“They” is increasingly used to refer to specific, known, 

people, especially non-binary people.) 

<SL, Social Science> 

 

  



Bonuses 

 

1. The 2000 article “The Slaughterhouse of Literature” statistically examines early “rivals of Doyle” in this genre to 

analyze the development of its canon. For 10 points each: 

[10e] Name this literary genre, exemplified by novels such as A Study in Scarlet and The Hound of the Baskervilles.  

ANSWER: detective fiction [or detective stories; accept mystery; prompt on crime fiction] 

[10h] This theorist employed his “distant reading” technique in “The Slaughterhouse of Literature.” This author of 

Graphs, Maps, Trees quantitatively analyzed literary geography in his Atlas of the European Novel. 

ANSWER: Franco Moretti 

[10m] Moretti notes Doyle’s greater frequency of decodable clues in his stories, such as one in which Sherlock finds 

this animal on a bell-rope. In that story, Helen Stoner’s stepfather Dr. Roylott is killed by this “speckled” animal.  

ANSWER: snake [accept swamp adder; prompt on the speckled band by asking “what kind of animal is it?”] 

<WW, British Literature> 

 

2. A real series of artworks depicting one of these animals decorate the Gryffindor common room in the Harry Potter 

films. For 10 points each:  

[10m] Name these animals, one of which titles a series of works that includes the centerpiece “À mon seul désir” 

(“AH moan suhl day-ZEER”). In another series, one of these animals is shown resurrected in a corral under a 

pomegranate tree after a hunt.  

ANSWER: unicorns [accept The Hunt of the Unicorn or La Chasse à la licorne; accept The Lady and the Unicorn 

or La Dame à la licorne] 

[10e] The Lady and the Unicorn and The Hunt of the Unicorn exemplify the elaborate millefleurs style of these 

woven wall hangings. 

ANSWER: tapestry 

[10h] Each of five parts of The Lady and the Unicorn represents one of these entities, a popular theme in the Middle 

Ages. The divisions of the central roundel of the Anglo-Saxon Fuller Brooch each represent one of these entities. 

ANSWER: the five senses 

<DC, Visual Arts> 

 

3. Answer the following about some moonlighting functions of glycolytic enzymes, for 10 points each. 

[10e] When it's not busy dehydrogenating G3P, GAPDH can bind to Siah1, forming a complex that causes this most 

common type of programmed cell death. 

ANSWER: apoptosis  

[10h] An alternatively translated form of enolase called MBP-1 can translocate to the nucleus and repress 

transcription of this gene. The MAX protein is named for forming heterodimers with this proto-oncogene. 

ANSWER: c-Myc 

[10m] This enzyme can bind to NAG, dissociate from the mitochondrial membrane, and induce inflammasome 

formation, which is rather dissimilar from its normal function of producing G6P in the first step of glycolysis.  

ANSWER: hexokinase I [accept HKI] 

<MP, Biology> 

 

4. A work by this thinker recounts a dream of being supported by a loop suspended from a pillar. For 10 points each: 

[10h] Name this thinker who compared the inevitable approach of death to a dragon in a well in a work about his 

return to Christianity titled A Confession, which is sometimes published with The Spirit of Christ’s Teaching. 

ANSWER: Leo Tolstoy [or Lev Nikolayevich Tolstoy] 

[10e] In A Confession, one way Tolstoy sees of handling the hopelessness of life is to adopt this Ancient Greek 

school of thought, which taught that pleasure and the avoidance of suffering were the highest goods. 

ANSWER: Epicureanism [accept Epicurus’s school] 



[10m] Tolstoy credits this philosopher with showing that the existence of God can not be proven. This deviser of a 

“moral argument” for God claimed that “existence is not a predicate” in response to the ontological argument and 

wrote Religion Within the Limits of Reason Alone. 

ANSWER: Immanuel Kant 

<EK, Philosophy> 

 

5. This author’s daughter Susan protested declining biodiversity in essays like “Lament for the Birds” and her 

“nature diary” Rural Hours. For 10 points each: 

[10h] Name this author of a novel whose protagonist decries the “wasty ways” of the townsfolk of Templeton, who 

massacre thousands of passenger pigeons and leave piles of fish rotting on the shores of Lake Otsego. 

ANSWER: James Fenimore Cooper 

[10e] Cooper presented his early preservationist views via the character of Natty Bumppo in works like The 

Pioneers and this novel. Chingachgook, who is the title character of this novel, escorts Colonel Munro’s daughters.  

ANSWER: The Last of the Mohicans 

[10m] In The Pioneers, Natty is arrested for performing this action after Templeton adopts anti-waste laws. Natty’s 

rifle is nicknamed for this action, which titles the chronologically first Leatherstocking Tale. 

ANSWER: killing a deer [accept any synonyms in place of “killing,” such as hunting or shooting; accept Killdeer 

or The Deerslayer; prompt on partial answers] 

<JB, American Literature> 

 

6. A book by John Gerassi recounts the 1955 moral panic over homosexuality that consumed this city, where future 

agriculture secretary Ezra Taft Benson worked as a university extension’s agronomist. For 10 points each: 

[10m] Name this state capital whose Jaialdi (“hai-AHL-dee”) festival celebrates its historic Basque community. In 

the 1860s, this city replaced the gold mining town of Lewiston as capital of the territory that contained the Nez 

Perce reservation. 

ANSWER: Boise, Idaho [accept The Boys of Boise] 

[10h] Fields east of Boise along the Snake River were planted with potatoes after this eugenicist developed a large 

russet variety. This horticulturist crossbred hundreds of fruits and nuts in Santa Rosa and Sebastopol, California. 

ANSWER: Luther Burbank [accept Russet Burbank potato; accept Luther Burbank Home and Gardens] 

[10e] Willamette Valley farmers adopted Burbank’s “July Elberta” variety of these fruits, whose Navajo orchards 

were burned by Kit Carson. Spanish Franciscans brought these fruits to Georgia, which is now nicknamed for them. 

ANSWER: peaches [or peach trees; or Prunus persica; accept the Peach State; accept nectarines; prompt on 

Prunus] 

<NJ, American History> 

 

7. Though Catholicism prohibited non-medical surgical mutilation, these people were in high demand during the 

Renaissance due to the Pauline dictum that women be silent in churches. For 10 points each: 

[10e] Name these singers whose testicles were removed in childhood to preserve a high vocal pitch. 

ANSWER: castrato [or castrati; accept evirato or evirati; accept musico or musici] 

[10h] An article by Bonnie Gordon compares castrati to these figures due to their affinity with hydraulics and 

theatrical illusion. These figures are described as “creatures of a post-gender world” in an essay collection titled for 

simians, them, and women. 

ANSWER: cyborgs [accept “A Cyborg Manifesto” or Simians, Cyborgs, and Women] (The unnamed article is “The 

Castrato Meets the Cyborg.”) 

[10m] This thinker describes the castrato’s exclusion from the “teleological essence” of femininity in S/Z, which 

analyzes the story “Sarrasine.” He explored the theatricality of wrestling in an essay collected in Mythologies. 

ANSWER: Roland Barthes [or Roland Gérard Barthes] 

<WW, CE/Geo/Other> 

 



8. The glory days of this place are referred to as “evil days” and “evil times” in a poem that references William 

Blake with the lines “Farewell, green fields / Farewell, ye happy groves.” For 10 points each: 

[10h] Name this place that represents the “leprosy of empire.” This place has “a smell of dead limes” and is reduced 

to “disjecta membra” that is made up of “stones only” in the poem it titles. 

ANSWER: the great house [accept “Ruins of a Great House”; prompt on ruins or house by asking “from what 

poem?”] 

[10e] The speaker is conflicted about the “brutish necessity” of violence to combat colonialism in “A Far Cry From 

Africa,” a poem by this St. Lucian author of “Ruins of a Great House” and Omeros. 

ANSWER: Derek Walcott [or Derek Alton Walcott] 

[10m] Walcott’s poem “Forty Acres” honors a holder of this position. A Rubén Darío poem calls a holder of this 

position “a proud and strong exemplar of your race” and an “Alexander-Nebuchadnezzar.” 

ANSWER: president of the United States of America [or POTUS] (The Darío poem is “To Roosevelt.”) 

<RC, World Literature> 

 

9. In a 2019 referendum on this island, 98 percent of voters voted for full independence from its country, making it 

potentially the world’s next independent state. For 10 points each: 

[10m] Name this Melanesian island east of the Solomon Islands, the site of a decade-long civil war in the late 20th 

century. This island is named after a French admiral who sailed along its east coast. 

ANSWER: Bougainville (“BOH-gun-vill”) Island [or Bogenvil] 

[10e] Bougainvilleans fought for independence from this country. This country’s prime minister Julius Chan 

resigned after he hired foreign mercenaries to fight in Bougainville, sparking riots in Port Moresby. 

ANSWER: Papua New Guinea [or PNG or Independent State of Papua New Guinea or Independen Stet bilong 

Papua Niugini or Gau Hedinarai ai Papua Matamata-Guinea] 

[10h] A revolution named for this crop titles a documentary on the Bougainville Civil War, which describes how it 

was used to fuel vehicles. Papua New Guinea is a major exporter of copra, a derivative of this crop. 

ANSWER: coconut [accept coconut tree or coconut palm or Cocos; accept coconut oil; accept The Coconut 

Revolution, reject “oil”] 

<ASub, World History> 

 

10. Tim Ingold attempted to unite this field with archaeology in a paper that centers on an analysis of Pieter 

Brueghel’s The Harvesters. For 10 points each: 

[10e] Name this field of Ingold, Arjun Appadurai, and Margaret Mead, which is broadly defined as the study of 

humanity. 

ANSWER: anthropology [accept subfields like cultural anthropology] 

[10h] Ingold’s paper is titled for the “temporality” of a word with this suffix, and coined a term combining it with 

“task.” Arjun Appadurai uses this suffix to denote the five dimensions of “global cultural flow.” 

ANSWER: -scape [accept “The Temporality of the Landscape” or taskscape; accept ethnoscape or mediascape or 

technoscape or financescape or ideoscape] 

[10m] Ingold cites Evans-Pritchard’s claim that this ethnic group treats time as the “succession of [pastoral] tasks.” 

Members of this Nilotic group, the second largest in South Sudan after the Dinka, wear facial scars called  gaar. 

ANSWER: Nuer people 

<JB, Social Science> 

 

11. Pencil and paper ready. [pause] Just kidding, but answer some questions about times you might want to draw a 

picture when solving a physics problem, for 10 points each. 

[10e] Keeping track of all the terms that contribute to a Dyson series is hard, so it can be helpful to draw some of 

these pictures that represent interactions between different particles by using different squiggly line shapes. 

ANSWER: Feynman diagrams 



[10m] These constructs can be unwieldy due to their many indices. Fortunately, Penrose graphical notation can help 

simplify performing operations, such as the covariant derivative, on these constructs. 

ANSWER: tensors [accept specific types, such as metric tensors or Levi-Civita (antisymmetrization) tensors] 

[10h] Analytical expressions for this group of quantities can be found by drawing graphs with one white and n black 

vertices, assigning f-functions to edges, and integrating over black vertices in the Mayer cluster integral method.  

ANSWER: virial coefficients [prompt on B or beta] 

<AF, Physics> 

 

12. In a list poem titled for this character’s “Workout,” Anne Carson notes that this character’s name occurs 2,363 

times in the novel she appears in, and that “on a good 19 per cent of these pages she is asleep.” For 10 points each: 

[10m] Name this character who is first glimpsed on a beach in Within a Budding Grove and later dies in a riding 

accident. In The Prisoner, the narrator jealously imprisons this character in his house over her lesbian affairs. 

ANSWER: Albertine Simonet [or Albertine Simonet; accept The Albertine Workout] 

[10e] The narrator, who is Albertine’s lover, struggles to sleep without his mother’s goodnight kiss in this author’s 

novel In Search of Lost Time. 

ANSWER: Marcel Proust 

[10h] The Albertine Workout discusses this author’s “transposition theory” that Proust’s chauffeur inspired 

Albertine. In a novel by this author, Gertrude realizes that she loves the pastor’s son Jacques after gaining her 

eyesight. 

ANSWER: André Gide (“zheed”) (The novel is The Pastoral Symphony.) 

<CM, European Literature> 

 

13. The Field Museum in Chicago houses the skins of two of these animals whose unusual behavior may have been 

motivated by a food shortage caused by rinderpest of cattle or dental infections. For 10 points each:  

[10m] Name these animals that are central to a bestselling 1907 book by British soldier John Henry Patterson. The 

Maasai people hunt these animals in the practice of olamayio. 

ANSWER: African lions [or Panthera leo] 

[10h] Patterson’s book, The Man-eaters of [this region], detailed his hunting of two lions that attacked and killed 

dozens of construction workers who were building a bridge in this Kenyan region. 

ANSWER: Tsavo [accept Tsavo River; accept The Man-eaters of Tsavo] 

[10e] Patterson hunted the “Man-eaters of Tsavo” while overseeing the construction of one of these projects. Cecil 

Rhodes proposed one of these projects spanning British Africa from “Cape to Cairo.” 

ANSWER: railways [or railroads; or equivalents; accept Uganda Railway or Uganda Railroad; accept Cape to 

Cairo Railway or Cape to Cairo Railroad] 

<SL, European History> 

 

14. Paoay Church, which was built with massive buttresses and a coral bell tower, exemplifies a Filipino style of 

architecture named for these events. For 10 points each: 

[10m] Name this sort of event that necessitated the use of centered floor supports analogized to “waiter’s trays” in a 

hotel that Frank Lloyd Wright designed in the Mayan Revival style. 

ANSWER: earthquakes [accept Earthquake Baroque; accept seismic activity; prompt on natural disasters] (That 

hotel is the Imperial Hotel in Tokyo.) 

[10h] Filipino culture was legendarily shaped by the use of these objects in cement for churches. A neoclassical 

molding style is named for “darts” and these objects, which inspired the parapet design of the Spanish Dalí Museum. 

ANSWER: eggs [accept egg whites; accept egg-and-dart molding] (Filipino desserts like leche flan were supposedly 

invented to use up yolks left over from construction.) 

[10e] In another adaptation of Spanish colonial architecture, churches in the Chiloé Archipelago have walls covered 

in these elements. In the U.S., these rectangular components are often laid in overlapping rows to cover roofs. 

ANSWER: shingles [prompt on roof tiles] 



<JB, Other Arts> 

 

15. CoCoRaHS (“KO-ko-rozz”) materials say that these pieces of equipment should be away from trees, steep 

slopes, and fences. For 10 points each: 

[10e] Name this cylindrical equipment used to measure the quantity of a common type of precipitation. 

ANSWER: rain gauge [accept hyetometer, ombrometer, pluviometer, udometer, pluviograph, or ombrograph] 

[10h] This National Weather Service program trains observers to spot and report severe weather and is a major 

modern application of ham radio. 

ANSWER: Skywarn [or NWS SKYWARN Storm Spotter Program] 

[10m] Both Skywarn and CoCoRaHS are this kind of program, in which data gathering for experiments is 

crowdsourced to amateur researchers. The annual Christmas Bird Count is the longest-running program of this kind. 

ANSWER: citizen science [accept community science or civic science] 

<EK, Other Science> 

 

16. Answer the following about depictions of statues in music, for 10 points each. 

[10e] This Mozart opera begins with its main character killing a man in a duel, only to be visited later by his living 

statue. After the title character refuses to mend his ways, this opera ends with that statue dragging him into hell. 

ANSWER: Don Giovanni [or Il dissoluto punito, ossia il Don Giovanni; accept The Rake Punished or Don 

Giovanni Punished or The Libertine Punished] 

[10m] This composer’s Turangalîla-Symphonie evokes ancient Mexican monuments with its “statue theme.” That 

work features this composer’s characteristic use of birdsong-inspired chromaticism and the ondes Martenot 

(“OWNED mar-tuh-NOH”).  

ANSWER: Olivier Messiaen [or Olivier Eugène Prosper Charles Messiaen] 

[10h] This composer’s tenth symphony uses a ten-tone fugal theme to depict the title statue of Alexander Pushkin’s 

The Bronze Horseman. This prolific Soviet composer wrote 27 symphonies and taught Aram Khachaturian. 

ANSWER: Nikolai Myaskovsky [or Nikolai Yakovlevich Myaskovsky or Nikolai Yakovlevich Miaskowsky] 

<SH, Auditory Arts> 

 

17. Malik Ibn Anas names a school of thought in this discipline. For 10 points each: 

[10m] Name this discipline, the Arabic term for jurisprudence. Each school of thought, or madhhab, takes a different 

approach to this Islamic practice of interpreting sharia. 

ANSWER: fiqh 

[10e] The four madhabs differ on which of these texts are held to be authentic. These accounts of the words and 

actions of Muhammed form the basis of Islamic jurisprudence along with the Qur’an. 

ANSWER: hadith 

[10h] Arabic or English term acceptable. Malik argued that this condition, which is used when a suitable answer 

cannot be found in Qur’an or hadith, should only encompass Medinans, while the madhhabs disagree over which 

groups of people determine this condition. 

ANSWER: ijma’ [or consensus] 

<DC, Religion> 

 

18. This case hinged on the meaning of a word in the 1867 British North America Act that created a constitution for 

post-Confederation Canada. For 10 points each: 

[10h] Name this 1929 case that affirmed women’s eligibility to become Canadian senators. This case arose from a 

petition by Nellie McClung, Irene Parlby, and the rest of the “Famous Five.” 

ANSWER: Persons Case [or Edwards v Canada (AG)] 

[10e] After the Persons Case, Emily Murphy became the first woman with this profession in the British Empire. 

Members of a Privy Council committee with this profession issued the ruling on the Persons Case. 



ANSWER: judges [or examining magistrates; accept justices; accept Judicial Committee of the Privy Council; 

prompt on legal profession or lawyers or courtroom] 

[10m] Before the Persons Case, Louise McKinney served in this province’s Legislative Assembly, which the United 

Farmers and Social Credit historically controlled. The Leduc No. 1 discovery sparked this province’s major 

industry. 

ANSWER: Alberta [or AB] (The industry is petroleum.) 

<NJ, Other History> 

 

19. You are a scientist investigating the mechanism of the drug methotrexate. For 10 points each: 

[10e] You know methotrexate targets DHF reductase, one of these proteins that catalyzes biochemical reactions.  

ANSWER: enzymes 

[10h] After measuring folate levels, you perform nonlinear regression to determine these two constants. Before 

computers were strong enough for such numerical methods, you would have found these constants as intercepts on a 

double reciprocal plot like an Eadie–Hofstee or Hanes–Wolf. 

ANSWER: Vmax (“v max”) AND Km (“K sub m”) [accept maximum reaction velocity in place of “Vmax”; accept 

Michaelis constant in place of “Km”; prompt on V or reaction velocity in place of “Vmax”; prompt on single answer] 

[10m] You find that methotrexate blocks DHFR’s active site because its Vmax is constant, indicating that its 

inhibition mechanism is described by this word. If Km were constant instead, you’d have known that the mode was 

“non-[this word]”. 

ANSWER: competitive inhibition [accept non-competitive] 

<MP, Chemistry> 

 

20. Nick Yee’s “Proteus effect” theory concerns behavioral change in this type of environment. For 10 points each: 

[10h] Name this type of environment on the right end of a continuum proposed by Paul Milgram and Fumio 

Kishino. Howard Rheingold’s work on “The WELL” pioneered the study of communities in these environments.  

ANSWER: virtual environments [collaborative virtual environments; accept digital environments, virtual reality, 

VR, online environments, or internet communities; prompt on video games] 

[10e] Research on “virtual communities” of this activity builds on Jean Lave’s studies of “situated learning” among 

Liberian tailors. Malcolm Gladwell claims that 10,000 hours of this sort of activity are required to master a skill. 

ANSWER: practice 

[10m] Another virtual ethnographer, Sherry Turkle, has argued that being “always-on” creates a “tethered” form of 

this concept. Albert Bandura theorized that belief in this concept’s “efficacy” correlates with learning outcomes. 

ANSWER: the self [accept second self or tethered self or self-efficacy] 

<JB, Social Science> 

 


